THE VILLAGE:
ASIAFO AMANFRO
A PHOTO BOOK CREATED FOR THE AKAA PROJECT BY DANA FEIT

WELCOME
Welcome to the village of Asiafo Amanfro in the Eastern
Region of Ghana. Here, the Akaa Project has helped
develop a community school as well as other programs. Take a walk through the village using your five
senses and photographs taken by volunteer Dana Feit.

I SEE
I see children laughing and playing.
Over one hundred children live in the village, and
most attend the Asiafo Amanfro Community School.
However, many have to help their parents with daily
chores such as cooking, cleaning, laundry, and
looking after younger siblings. They do not attend
school everyday since they have to help around
their homes. The Akaa Project hopes to inspire par-

ents to encourage their children to attend school
daily since education offers the brightest opportunities for the children’s futures.
These children are named Obed, Morris, and
Shedrock.
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I SEE
I see solar lights in each family home.
The Akaa Project collected donations for Christmas in 2012
and bought solar lights for every family in Asiafo Amanfro.
The villagers have no electricity, so they do all of their
nightly activities in pitch darkness. The solar lights charge
from the sun, so they do not need to buy batteries or use
electricity to use the lights at night. The families were very
happy.
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I SEE
I see Umbrella Rock.

Asiafo Amanfro draws tourists to their community
through Umbrella Rock, a large rock formation, and the
3-in-1 Palm Tree, an interestingly shaped tree. The villagers sometimes sell small items to tourists as they
visit the area, but they mostly enjoy the presence of others as people visit the village and see their way of life.

The Akaa Project volunteers created signs for each tourist site so visitors can find the structures. The signs remind tourists not to leave anything behind except for
their footprints to protect the village from trash and pollution.
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I HEAR
I hear women sweeping the
ground with straw brooms.
The women and girls sweep
each compound every day,
even though the ground is
clay. They sweep away trash,
remnants of food, and animal
droppings. They feel a sense
of pride about their family
homes, just like we are proud
of landscaping in our front
yards and we mow our lawns.
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I HEAR
I hear water dripping into a barrel.

Women and children collect water each day from a tiny
stream about a quarter mile from the village. They carry
the water in buckets on their heads. The water is dirty,
yet they use it for cooking and bathing. Sometimes, they
drink it as well.

The Akaa Project raised enough money to drill two wells
in the village. The wells will provide enough clean water
for the entire village so they do not have to worry about
running out of water when the stream dwindles in the dry
season.
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I HEAR
The bore hole being drilled for a well.
Now that the pump handle is attached to
this pipe, water flows and the villagers can
use it every day for cooking, cleaning, and
bathing.
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I SMELL
I smell the latrine.
This latrine is part of the chief’s compound.
His family and all volunteers use it. When it is
full, they bury it and dig another one.
The Akaa Project attempts to teach the villagers about good
hygiene to avoid the spread of diseases and
sickness. Since there is no running water,
there are no toilets or showers in the
village. People bathe using a bucket of water
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I SMELL
I smell plantains frying.
Plantains are a major staple in the villagers
diet, along with yams and casava root. All
of these vegetables are starches, like potatoes, and are the major ingredient in fufu
and banku, dough-like pastes the villagers
make by pounding vegetables into a paste

and adding water. They eat fufu and
banku with almost every meal by pinching
off a piece and mixing it with stew made of
vegetables, spices, and meats. When raw,
plantains look like large bananas, but they
are not sweet.
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I SMELL
I smell the rain.
Asiafo Amanfro, like the rest of Ghana, has two seasons.
The first is the dry season, similar to our summer. The
second is the rainy season, which is their winter. Sometimes, it rains during the dry season. This particular day
was during the dry season, following the death of

an elderly man in the village. The villagers believe when
it rains after someone passes away, it is a sign of tears
from Heaven. The villagers set up barrels to collect rainwater when it drips off of the tin roofs of their houses.
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I TASTE
I taste pineapple.
The chief and his family grow pineapples in the jungle surrounding their compound. The pineapples grow
from the middle of bushes and are ripe once they bend over and touch the ground. These pineapples are
sweet, but not tangy as they are in the United States.
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I TASTE
I taste chalk dust.
The Asiafo Amanfro Community School, developed by
the Akaa Project, has several classrooms for the children
to come learn. Teachers are community members who

are willing to help their children gain opportunity through
education. Each classroom has a chalkboard.
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I TASTE
I taste goat’s meat.
On Christmas, the villagers cook a
goat raised by the chief. They roast it
using palm leaves, and then cook it
over the fire and add it to stew. It is a
great celebration and the villagers
are happy to share their feast.
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I TOUCH
I touch laundry hanging on the line.
Women and girls do their family laundry each day by hand. They fill a
bucket with water and powdered soap and rub the clothes between
their fists to wash out the dirt.

Then they rinse the clothes in another bucket with water and hang
the clothes on a clothesline to dry in the sun. Without electricity, there
are no washing machines.
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I TOUCH
I touch soft cloth.
This cloth is called batik. It is made from special dyes.
People all over Ghana wear clothes made from batik.
Women often tie their hair up with batik, babies and
children sleep in the cloth, and men wear fancy suits
made from the colorful cloth. Women also carry their
babies on their backs by tying the infants to them in a
piggy-back using batik.
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I TOUCH
I touch books in the Asiafo Amanfro
Community Library.
The Akaa Project receives donations of books, and has created a room dedicated to reading; The Community Library.
It is in the chief’s compound in a building called the Community Center where the villagers hold adult education
classes and house visiting volunteers.
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THANK YOU
Thank you for visiting the village! For more
information on the Akaa Project and the village of
Asiafo Amanfro visit

www.theakaaproject.org

and get in touch with us!
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